An integral domain / (with unit) will be said to be almost Dedekind if, given any maximal ideal P of J, Jp is a Dedekind domain. It follows, in particular, that Jp is a discrete valuation ring.
and only if (1) nonzero proper prime ideals of D are maximal, and (2) primary ideals of D are prime powers.
Proof. We first suppose D is almost Dedekind. (1) follows easily [l, p. 34] . If Q is primary for the maximal ideal P, then QDp is primary for PDp. Since Dp is a Dedekind domain, QDp=(PDp)k = PkDp for some positive integer ¿. Since Q is primary for P, Q = QDpC\D. But because P is maximal in D, Pk is also primary for P [4, p. 153] . Thus Pk = PkDp(~\D so that Q = Pk and one half of our proof is complete.
We now assume that (1) and (2) hold in D. If then P is a nonzero proper prime ideal of D, P is minimal so that PDP is the unique nonzero proper prime ideal of Dp. If V is any nonzero proper ideal of Dp, then VV=PDp, and thus, V is primary for PDP. Hence Q= VC\D is primary for P in D. By hypothesis, Q = Pk for some ¿. Therefore, V= (Vr\D)DP = QDp= (PDP)k. Consequently, every ideal of DP is a prime power, Dp is Dedekind, and D is almost Dedekind. Proof. We let P be a proper prime ideal of D containing A. Since Dp is Dedekind, flt"L1PtPP=(0). Moreover, ¿*ÇP*çp*.Dp so that (12.! ¿»-(0).
In [3, p. 426] , N. Nakano has given an example of a non-Noetherian integral domain IF with unit in which (1) and (2) In view of (i), s\(m\) = 1. Thus if y = i/ms^\ then s\(y) =0. Hence y is a unit of Pmx-Because y£Pji/x, y = u/v for some uED, vED -M\. Now s\(v) = 0 so that s\(u) = 0 also-that is, ra£Afx. The definition of an almost Dedekind domain can easily be extended to the case of an integral domain without unit. Theorem 1 is no longer valid in this case. For example, if A is any ideal of a Dedekind domain D, then for each prime ideal P of the domain A, Apis a. discrete valuation ring.
